
BLG expands with addition of high profile 
corporate and securities partner

Tim McCormick joins the firm’s Toronto office

Toronto (June 6, 2022) – Borden Ladner Gervais LLP (BLG) is pleased to welcome Tim McCormick to the firm 

as partner in our national Corporate & Capital Markets group. Tim is a recognized Canadian leader in M&A and 

capital markets. With extensive cross-border expertise, Tim acts on a wide range of high profile and complex 

domestic and international matters, representing multinational clients across a broad range of sectors. He is a 

trusted advisor to a number of public and private companies guiding them through all aspects of start-up, to go-

public and transformational transactions as well as ongoing compliance obligations and governance matters.

“We are thrilled to welcome Tim to the BLG team,” said Prema Thiele, national leader of BLG’s Corporate & 

Capital Markets practice group. “BLG’s unmatched national platform and international ties are a perfect home for 

Tim’s practice. His deep experience and impressive track record bring a new dimension to our existing bench 

strength. This addition also represents an important step towards our goal of expanding and strengthening our 

M&A and capital markets capabilities across the country and continuing to provide strategic advice to help our 

clients achieve their business and growth objectives.”

A recognized lawyer with a strong business acumen, Tim has been lauded for his expertise and superior client 

service by a number of leading legal publications, including The Canadian Legal Lexpert Directory, The Lexpert 

Leading Canadian Lawyers in Global Mining, Lexpert Rising Stars, Best Lawyers in Canada, Lexpert Special 

Edition: Finance and M&A and the Thomson Reuters’ Stand-out Lawyers.

About the Corporate Capital Markets Group

BLG’s Corporate Capital Markets group is a national team of lawyers with market-leading expertise in M&A, 

corporate finance and private equity. As one of the most experienced corporate law groups in the country, our 

team anticipates the issues you will encounter while delivering advice to ensure the best possible outcomes.

For more information, please contact:

Tamara Costa

National Director, Marketing and Communications

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP

TCosta@blg.com

416.350.2642

https://www.blg.com/en/people/m/mccormick-timothy
https://www.blg.com/en/services/practice-areas/capital-markets
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BLG  |  Canada’s Law Firm

As the largest, truly full-service Canadian law firm, Borden Ladner Gervais LLP (BLG) delivers practical legal advice for 

domestic and international clients across more practices and industries than any Canadian firm. With over 725 lawyers,

intellectual property agents and other professionals, BLG serves the legal needs of businesses and institutions across 

Canada and beyond – from M&A and capital markets, to disputes, financing, and trademark & patent registration.
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